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Abstract 
The author theoretically presents and actualizes such relative things as a rhythm of time, conventionality of realistic and virtual 
views, truthfulness and validity of discourses that directly affect the modern science and practice of journalism. His thoughts on 
affordable and elite texts, the character of the current mobilization of journalism are based on creative experience known Kazakh 
and foreign reporters and spoilers. According to him, true journalism is the patroness of all humanitarian and technical disciplines 
which should build and live in any social environment, and in good and bad times together. 
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1. Main text  
To be honest, a human is a satellite model of God, his innovation project for a particular planet. The main aim of 
that creature is to be fit via the news, to recognize the world by assessing and observing the phenomena through 
artistic view, to put the image of an event to a digital prism, and to fulfil his constructive missions on the earth. So, 
since a subject of journalism concurs with the human existence they can be referred as twins, its anatomy and 
physiology is kindred, its whole nature appropriates with human subsistence. All stories, told by press and 
independent journalists, from about little personal familial concerns to global problems are the functions of that 
authority. Considering this, the principal character of journalistic stories is the Truth. It is a duty of an individual to 
explore the realistic description of truth category.  
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Abai the Great states the technology and its transformation to individual’s mind 1(Kunanbayev, 1961) 
                 Table 1. 
Kazakh version English translation  
Ұқпассың, үстірт қарап бұлғақтасаң, 
 
 
Суретін көре алмассың, көп бақпасаң, 
You cannot 
understand  if you 
observe shallowly, 
You cannot see the 
real image without 
looking at 
thoroughly,  
 
 
Көлеңкесі түседі көкейіңе, 
 
 
Əр сөзін бір ойланып салмақтасаң, 
But you can 
perceive the whole 
 
 If you consider 
every single 
word.meaning, 
 
   
 
The famous Georgian philosopher Mamardashbili, (1991)( writes: “human is not a thing, not a static condition, but 
an event consisted of aggregated occurrences, such as, human love, faith, honesty, thought, and others. Plato has a 
strange formula: “human is not either of notions we think, human is a character”. Is not that an assimilation of 
person’s fluctuating actions to justice, constituting of seeking the truth? From any angle, the justice category is 
harmonious with a subject of journalism. Absolute Consciousness does not directly translate the justice and 
truthfulness to society and public, they are delivered by human – a moderator. Certainly, a human cannot bear the 
burden of Lord in the Highest, he is far from God’s competence, and it is certainly impossible to try to reach that 
ability. However, all kinds of controversies and clashes of social being originate from the people, who actually act 
beyond their capabilities, and the exaggerations of the roles of a personality. It is because the old balance 
conception of human nature always makes us progress, seek for justice, and follow the truth. The mystery of this 
action, which is destined for a conscious essence, has never been boring for academicians and experts to give 
comprehensive explanations. Since the ancient times, Kazakh journalism has never denied either discussing this 
topic, during its development phases. Despite that fact, why the well-known theorists and practitioners of modern 
journalism are not content with the contemporary mass media? Why they critically say, from time to time, that press 
does not properly show the truth of life, just by talking about them perfunctorily. Surely, they always have got 
something to say. As far as I consider, firstly, this is a lack of scientific intellectual ability of sensible person to 
identify global processes. Moreover, I have to say that the capability and aptitude are given only by the nature. 
Earlier, such delicate fields like mass media were carried mainly by the selected, elite figures, but now, almost all 
interested parties have rights to freely step over the holy threshold of journalism. This is the third thing. For this 
reason, presently, Kazakhstan’s information arena is full of those, who are not fully aware of the social role of 
journalism. They recognize journalism only as an instrument to survive and to be a famous one. Furthermore, the 
professional level of the majority of those found among current journalists, are far from the required standards. 
Exactly, those ones are directly causing national journalism to lag in open discussions, to lose its reputation, and to 
fail on gaining the real “fourth estate” power. For this reason, professional teachings, advanced trainings, skill 
developments, and special exercises should be conducted only by journalism faculties and departments. Applicants, 
who are keen to acquire this social “speech mastery”, are recommended to take special professional courses of the 
institution for the knowledge and refresher trainings programme that were opened under the Journalism Faculty at 
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Al-Farabi Kazakh National University. This is one of the modernization tasks of Journalism. I would like to 
mention that modernization is not only an economic and technological improvement, but it is also a moral change of 
one’s soul by the refreshments via knowledge, science, art and literature. However, these opportunities are not 
recommended only for Bachelor, Master and PhD students, who are striving for novelties through mentioned 
phases, but, first of all, this constructive requirement would be wise to apply to the experienced teachers and the 
invited foreign lecturers, who are teaching at the journalism faculties. Exactly, this leads to the composition of 
eagerness to novelty and the creativity of national consciousness. This does not contradict to any of historicity, the 
current move, and the future endeavours. Since the history and concord appoints the present day, the present day 
helps us to understand the look of tomorrow, and to regulate the future processes. 
Considering these issues, it can be said that current Kazakh journalism might come across with lots of huge 
barriers in the future. To be open to the truth, this is the future of science, which is content with noting and listing. 
This, undoubtedly, matters the problems of studying the journalism. If a field that does not offer and create fresh 
ideas, new directions, and own ways, it is a dead sphere. Some of our practitioners and some teachers of amateur 
courses declare that statement of facts is an equitable journalism, and an acute journalism is not a modern one. Just 
putting bare facts in texts cannot be understood as an objective journalism. While picking out the data, a journalist 
enters the social and informational relations, is taken to a communication sphere, where he/she expresses his/her 
own civil point of view. We should never forget this. Moreover, can these bare statements of events and happenings 
satisfy lots of past/present segments of readers and audiences? Definitely they cannot. In my opinion, the analytical 
journalism will always exist as an essential tool of consciousness of truth of the life according to the psychology of 
people, who are keen to know, learn and understand the occurrences. It means that analysis makes the real 
cognition. It was true for the past, it is being experienced today, and it will be exact in the future. Analytical method 
is the only type of journalism that explains to audiences the whole list of reasons of an event, the perspectives of its 
development, its value for the people and the world. An analyst-writer always tries to uncover the core reasons of a 
problem, what can be done to solve it, and why it should be solved in that way. Additionally, this makes readers to 
think about the case, allows them compare their considerations with author’s opinions, and lets them make their 
own summary. It should be noted that catching the events on the internet as many journalists do at the moment, 
doing just contemplation without leaving the office, and wandering in the places just in mind is absolutely not 
enough to become an analyst-journalist. The rank of professional journalist-expert requires rich social experience 
through practicing the daily life issues. This reminds the gnosiologic position of Immanuel Kant: experience is a 
handling process of outside influence by individual consideration. During the process of experience, a human comes 
across with nature by his/her lonesome, so he/she is able to express various views about the surrounding world only 
relying on his/her native capability. Based on his own experience, a human understands the world of diverse 
phenomena, which is an object of cognition. And, these kinds of “cognitive” experience improve the consideration 
ability of a person. As it can be noticed, the terms of “examination”, “analytical”, and “analysis” are being used 
often, and they arise the big concept of “research”. On the one hand, considering this relationship and the method of 
uncovering the truth, we would prefer the preservation of traditional critics of some word combinations, such as 
“analytical journalism”, “journalist investigation”, and “analytical text”, those we have been using since long time 
in practice and theory of journalism. On the other hand, bearing in mind the Albert Einstein’s relativity principle, 
and according to the manners of knowing the world, we can separate this type of journalism out from news 
reporting, and the branches of social-political essays. When we talk about the news journalism or journalism “on the 
cutting edge”, first of all, as its main characteristics, we mention its function of making prompt, short and original 
news. A journalist-reporter, figuratively, does not miss the heartbeats of any event. Because of competition in this 
area, he/she tries to learn the crux of it earlier than his/her colleagues, and to deliver that to the audience as soon as 
possible. Exactly, this shows the real mastership of a narrator, a reporter, and a newsmaker. For instance, the news 
about the obtained Nobel Prize by Israeli scientist, Dan Shechtman, for his novelty on quasi-crystal, first of all was 
announced by the Russian news program “Vesti” 3. (Vesti, 2011). Analytical Journalism or the “second degree” 
journalism is the exact qualitative social expression, and productively editing the sequences, which have been 
rolling in the front of our eyes. From this point of view, the skills of a journalist-newsmaker may not be enough to 
cope with writing analytical publications. For this reason, some foreign media companies divide the functions and 
the duties of reporters and narrators. A reporter (news journalist) is in charge of finding new facts and bringing them 
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to the editorial office. But, the treatment and interpretation of those materials are done by the commentators, 
journalists-analysts, who are the experts on their specific fields (economics, politics, law, literature, culture, art and 
sport). Sometimes, the scientists and specialists-practitioner are also asked to review the issues.  
Promoting this example, we would prefer the formation of analyst’s own reasoning outlook. He does not only 
record in the paper what exactly he has seen with his eyes, but also he should able to see/read the issues between the 
lines. In other words, he should be able to consider and understand the connections between the latent phenomena, 
their reasons, meanings, and the progress. In addition to his mentioned “general reasoning” capability, it would be 
perfect if he has got a special theoretic knowledge on his working subject. This implies that modern journalism and 
a journalist-analyst faced with the issue of obtaining another specialization – a special education on other fields. Our 
university has already started effective and productive works on this issue, in the field of education. Some alumni of 
our journalism faculty have already obtained the second additional specializations on economics, law and 
agriculture. For instance, one of them - a journalist, who did Master’s Degree in geography, implemented lots of 
useful journalistic work on ecological issues. 
Analytical Journalism is the progressive and potential branch of Kazakh journalism, which is based on its own 
tradition and path. Earlier, professors Amandosov, (1968) and Kozhakeev, (2007) had written much about this area 
of journalism in the textbooks on its genre nature. Relying on those works of our older generation and the studies 
conducted by foreign researchers, we would list the following goals of analysis of present journalism: 
1. Identifying the connection of causes and reasons of occurring events within the space and time. 
2. Revealing the importance of analysed events, occasions, happenings for individual, society, and social 
groups in the analytical texts. 
3. Modelling the future conditions of target events, and making some prognosis of consequences of those 
events. 
4. Making and offering the programmes (projection, alternative approaches) on resolving the analysed 
events. 
 
These kind of systematic analyses uncover the truth and bring the conditions of equilibrium to the surface. 
Actually, it has been long since the principle of equilibrium was assimilated into the history of Kazakh analytical 
journalism, the ways of description of events, and the interpretation of the facts into imagery. Its significant 
illustration is seen in the rules of speech mastery competitions that are absolutely equal for both competing sides. It 
can be described as an ancient principle that was formed as an advanced national tradition. It sources from Kazakh 
verbal literature, proverbs, sayings, and the art of aitys. Today’s aitys is online artistic, informative and 
psychological contest, which has been the only method for long time to speak the truth openly about the economic, 
political-social issues, and spiritual life. Current live broadcasting and the online programmes are flourishing that 
truthful creativeness. For instance, live broadcasting of the testing process on Kyrgyz language of the candidates for 
the presidency in Kyrgyzstan, was observed with respect in their own country and in neighbour states as well. 
Indeed, the status nature of event and resonance is not the same, since the resonance does not appear 
demonstratively as exactly the event does. Possibly, for this reason, the importance of resonance is lower than the 
original event; however, in very rare cases it may surpass the primary in significance. Moreover, a particular event 
may not influence the certain countries and generations in the same way. Resonance is just an echo of nature and 
truth. Since long, Kazakh verbal philosophy developed some concepts on this physical and information 
phenomenon: “A hair can be found where a horse rolls, and a load where a camel rolls”, “Politeness even make a 
snake to come out from his nidus, while rudeness even make infidel to give up his confession” (English alternative: 
Good words cost nothing and are worth much). It can be implied, the meanings of these statements and their area of 
distribution have got universal characteristics. 
For instance, the exclusive interview with Mahmoud Ahmadinejad, a President of Islamic Republic of Iran, 
taken by John Davis, a journalist of Euronews, was shown every hour by the mentioned channel. Why? It is because 
that leader of Persian State expressed his own unique view about the western expansion and the world regulation 
system that was established after the Second World War. Interesting and tempting conversation attracted the 
attention of the whole world. Undoubtedly, our journalists also can give those kinds of questions to any figure that 
uncover some unknown facts. The main thing in here is about the mechanism of mastery that allows journalists to 
fulfil their proposed task and get executed. Thankfully, we also have brave and skillful observers and columnists 
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like Giulietto Chiesa, that do not copy the opinions of others.  
Since the adoption of concrete legislation on the purpose of widening the area of use of mother tongue, our 
recent apprentices, Samal Meyramkyzy and Nazim Dawytalikyzy have been showing their programme “Guard of 
language”, demonstrating their civil example in accomplishing their persistent purposes. Personally, after seeing 
those types of programmes, I have even stronger belief in that Kazakh journalism is at the same age with human 
culture and national civilization. As far as understand, journalism is not an exhibit to be kept the cabinet of 
curiosity, and it is far from fantasy as well. Journalism does not bring up the future oligarchs and bankers, it has 
another path to go – it educates the patriots and others who respect the national idea. Not an exaggeration, the well-
shaped national publicists teach the educators. In natural and technical sciences, just one truth is sought and the only 
answer but specific one is enough for a given question in them. But the colour of truth in journalism, fiction 
literature and creativity can be various and numerous. The main measure in the mentioned three areas is the taste, 
while the technical field requires clarity and precision. The basic positions in higher mathematics and theoretic 
physics do not change. Besides, the classic formulas of calculation are still the same with the ones of old times. 
Despite any improvements, those formulas do not form the national awareness. Journalism is a factual and artistic 
creative work, which means, it cannot be taught within the common scheme and standards of digital science. 
According to the statement of mentioned German philosopher, our knowledge about the world is not an indifferent 
depiction of truth of life, but it is an active creative function of consideration. For that reason, the updated 
programme of taught subjects on journalism and the national curriculum should be brought into accord with the 
journalism theorists and practitioners. Today is not like the time of last century’s 30s and 40s when it was needed to 
guide all reasonable people, from very young to very old. Presently, it can be observed that some people, who do 
not have got enough knowledge except sealing up the white papers, are mostly keen to go on some kinds of 
gatherings and declarations. Even an upright journalism, which never strays, is not able to make them strike, except 
the case when Chechov fell down after the conclusion of his own book “The Complaints Book” (Chekhov, 1970). 
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